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Among the major Romance languages, Modern (Standard) French stands out due to its being 
“a notoriously non-pro-drop language” (Pollock 1989:381,fn.17). In fact, unless the subject of 
a finite clause is expressed by a non-pronominal DP or by a pronoun other than a subject 
pronoun, subject pronouns are generally expressed, as illustrated in (1). 
 
(1)  Modern (Standard) French 
 *(Il)   n’    a       pas   pu       entrer      dans   la     ville. 
                he    not  has   not   could  to.enter   into    the   city 
 ‘He could not enter the city.’ 
 
In the medieval stages of French, i.e. Old French (9th-13th c.) and Middle French (14th-16th c.), 
however, subject pronouns are not consistently expressed in these contexts, as shown in (2) by 
the Old French equivalent of (1). 
 
(2)  Old French 

Ne   pot       intrer      en   la    ciutat ; (saint-léger, p.166) 
 not  could   to.enter   in   the  city  
‘He could not enter the city;’ 

 
Medieval French is therefore generally analyzed as a null subject language. Still, it differs 
considerably from modern Romance null subject languages such as Italian and Spanish in the 
availability of non-expressed subject pronouns. Specifically, unlike in the latter languages, 
(referential) subject pronouns are frequently expressed in the former in cases of an extremely 
high degree of antecedent accessibility (Franzén 1939, Roberts 1993, Vance 1997), in 
particular in embedded clauses in which their expression is highly predominant, as illustrated 
in (3) for the third person masculine singular referential subject pronoun il ‘he’. 
 
(3) Old French 

Treze      anz      mist       li     reis    á    faire         sun   paleis    od      tutes    les  
thirteen   years   needed   the  king   to  to.make   his    palace   with   all       the 
apurtenances,   é       puis   que   il    out   fait      le    temple   Deu   é       sun   demeine 
 near.relations,  and  then   that   he   had  made  the  temple   God   and  his    domain 
paleis   é       quanque   il    out   desíred  a    faire,  … (livre reis, p.133) 
palace  and  all.that      he   had  desired  to  to.make 
‘The king needed thirteen years to build his palace together with his near relations, and 
when he had built the temple of the Lord and his own palace and all what he had 
desired to do, …’ 

 
Moreover, unlike any other null subject language (Haider 2001), Medieval French has 
expletive subject pronouns expressed (Arteaga & Herschensohn  2004, 2006), as shown in (4) 
for expletive il ‘it’.  
 
(4) Old French 

Des      saintuaires   ne    covient          il   mie   parler,      car  autant      en 
of.the  relics            not  is.advisable   it   not    to.speak   for   so.many  of.them 
avoit              il   en   cel    jour   en   la    vile   conme   ou        remenant   dou      monde. 
was.having   it   in   this  day   in   the  city   as           in.the   rest            of.the   world 



(conquête, p.138) 
‘Of the relics it is not necessary to speak, for there were as many of these in those days 
in the city as in the rest of the world.’ 

 
In light of these cross-linguistically uncommon and, respectively, idiosyncratic phenomena, 
this talk readdresses the issue of the status of Medieval French. Rather than in terms of a 
partial null subject language (Holmberg, Nayudu & Sheehan 2009, Roberts & Holmberg 
2010, Holmberg 2010), it will be argued that Medieval French had best be analyzed as a non-
null subject language (Zimmermann 2009, 2012, to appear). This analysis is essentially based 
on the observation that in a non-null subject language such as Modern (Standard) French, 
non-expressed subject pronouns, both referential and expletive, are licit in specific contexts, 
as illustrated in (5). 
 
(5) Modern (Standard) French 
 a.     Mon   frère       et     moi   (nous)  avons   décidé     de   nous           associer.  

my     brother  and  I         we        have     decided  to   ourselves   to.join.forces 
‘My brother and I, we decided to join forces.’ 

 b. Il  faut    que  (il)  soit  mis  fin    à    la    guerre.  
  it  must  that   it    be     put   end  to  the  war 
 ‘The war must be put to an end.’  
 
In line with numerous null subject approaches to Medieval French (inter alia Adams 1987, 
Roberts 1993, Vance 1997), it will be argued that subject pronouns may only be non-
expressed, when specific structural conditions are met, and this principally in the clearly 
identifiable context of left-peripheral focalization. 
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